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InstaKey Security System – Comprehensive Key C o n t rol th
A Comprehensive Solution
InstaKey Security Systems® provides a comprehensive
KeyControl™ p rogram that fulfills the needs of your
security, facilities, and loss prevention departments.
The system is developed for your organization’s specific
needs, and combines the
assurance of non-duplicable
keys, the elimination of core
changes, and the ability to track
keys in the event of an incident.
With InstaKey Security Systems,
KeyControl is an integrated
security program.

Improve Security
Instantly
InstaKey Security Systems
KeyControl program improves
security by eliminating
unauthorized key duplication
and centralizing the management
of key holders, hardware
components, and program
responsibilities. It also provides
“real time” audit and exception
reporting in the event of an
incident. By dramatically improving the efficiency and cost
of rekeying your locks, decisions become a function of
security, not budget.

should have and to what locations they should have
access. Have an incident you need to investigate?
The SecurityRecords.com® software will tell you who
has access to that location. It really makes KeyControl
that simple.

Customer Service Tailored to Your Needs
From program design through installation, or your first
rekey question through annual maintenance of an InstaKey
Security System, our personnel are there to help you. Our
Program Managers partner with you to create a security
system that is tailored to fit your business. By sharing
industry policy and procedure “best practices,” we can
either administrate the system for you, or train you and
your staff to manage it. So, whether you have a system or
technical question, or want to learn about our industry “best
practices,”your single point of contact Program Manager
will respond quickly to your needs. We are here to ensure a
smooth transition, and to provide an uncomplicated
KeyControl program.
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R e keying: As Simple as Using the “ N ex t ”

1. Step key displaces wafer.

3. Returning step

2. Turning step key disengages and captures wafer.

4. Extracting key
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Simple to Understand and Use
InstaKey Security Systems KeyControl program is easy to
understand and manage. Users, locations, and keys – that’s
all it is. Any authorized personnel can change your keys
with a simple turn of a step key, without removing the
cylinder or the lock. Your locksmith, facilities, operations,
and management personnel can all use the system.
If someone finds a key, the SecurityRecord s . c om software
will tell you who it belongs to and what doors it opens.
The software will also tell you what keys an individual

“The money we were spending on locksmiths and
rekeying was out of control and we had no handle
on the problem. We did a cost analysis to install the
InstaKey product at one store and it was minimal
compared to what we had been doing.There is really
no downside to the approach because it’s cheaper
and more efficient. Now, it’s becoming a pleasure to
do our key control.”
Vice President of Loss Prevention

“InstaKey Security Systems program is easy to use and
understand. I can manage the facility by logging onto the
website. The program is user-friendly, needs little support
and my management time for key control has been substantially reduced. I would recommend the system to anyone.
It is so great to change the keying without removing any
hardware.”
Building Manager
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Key C o n t rol that Saves Time and Money
InstaKey Security System Is the Solution that
Pays for Itself
By providing time and cost savings, and easy installation
into existing lock hardware, InstaKey Security Systems’
clients realize a rapid Return on Investment. The system
significantly reduces:
➤

Operating expenses by eliminating the need to call a
locksmith when a key is lost or stolen.

➤

The need to rekey when no keys are missing.

➤

The need to maintain an inventory of cylinders.

➤

The number of lost keys by making key holders more
accountable for their keys.

“Our annual keying costs after converting 6,500 locations
to InstaKey Security Systems compared to what we
had been averaging before the conversion resulted in an
annual savings in excess of $1 million. Did this system
pay for itself? You bet! And, we improved our store
security in the process.”
Director of Asset Protection
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Retail
Medical
Government (GSA Approved)
Education
Housing
Commercial
Restaurant/Food Service
Military
Commercial/Industrial
Energy

3. Returning step key to original position leaves modified pin.

4. Extracting key removes wafer, rendering previous
keys inoperative.

“After Hurricane Katrina hit, we needed to gain access to
our stores to determine the damage, but the majority of
the worke rs and locksmiths had left the city, many had left
the state and we didn’t have keys.
InstaKey Security Systems’ prog ram works so that you’re
always pre p a red and by turning the next step change key
in the lock, it automatically re keys to the next set of key s.
Our prog ram helped save the day for us.”
Facilities Help Desk Man ag e r

“InstaKey Security Systems’ software (SecurityRecords.com) is
what impressed us the most. We have complete control over
our access and who has keys.This ensures better security and
saves us time. I would recommend InstaKey Security Systems
very highly.”
Head of Security
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Effective KeyControl
Should Not Be Difficult
The daily tasks associated with KeyControl
can be time consuming and expensive.
Rekeying an entire facility because an employee
leaves or a key is lost or stolen is one of the
most unproductive activities in which an
organization can participate. The failure to
understand who has what keys and how many
keys are issued for a particular location often
is a source of many headaches, and disbursing
keys that can be easily duplicated is counterproductive.

7456 West
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800.316.539
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InstaKey Is the Solution
Since 1992, InstaKey Security Systems
has provided KeyControl solutions that reduce
cost, increase security, and saves time. Our
K e y C o n t rol program is based upon rekeyable
cylinder technology, restricted key blanks, and
internet tracking software. That means no more
c o re changes each time an employee leaves or a
key is lost or stolen – no more easily duplicated
keys – no more guessing how many keys are
issued and who has what keys.

By combining revolutionary hardware technology,
a patented internet access control software, and a
dedicated commitment to customer service, InstaKey
Security Systems will provide the complete
solution to your KeyControl program needs.

Imagine a Security System that:
➤

Has rekeyable lock cylinders that retrofit into
over 90% of existing hardware.

➤

Allows you to rekey up to 12 times without
removing cores or lock hardware.

➤

Uses restricted, serial numbered key blanks
that cannot be duplicated without authorization,
ensuring the highest level of security.

➤

Includes highly secure internet software that
monitors the serial numbered keys, allowing you
to track the keys to a specific person and/or place.

➤

Produces a rapid Return on Investment.

“InstaKey tailored the program to our needs and they walked us through the conversion process every step of the way, working with Corporate Facilities as we as Loss
Prevention. If there was an incident at a store involving an entry with a key, he
patented software (SecurityRecords.com) allows me to see who had access to the
keys to that facility. So, we manage the program, but InstaKey takes care of the dayto-day services. We really need our people to be concerned with their main goal
which is providing outstanding service on the sales floor. We are definitely saving
time and money for our people.”
Loss Prevention Manager – Corporate Distribution
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